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7    CT Spring Boat Show is a Go!
 After a hiatus last year, the best boutique boat show in the Northeast returns 

to the finest boat show venue in the Northeast the weekend of April 30, May 1 
and May 2. Start making plans to bring the family to Safe Harbor Essex Island 
in beautiful Essex, Connecticut. Your new boat is waiting for you.

12    NEEL TRIMARANS – What Makes Them Special?
 Founded by a legendary multihull sailor and built in the Sailing Capital 

of France, NEEL Trimarans have several advantages over their twin-hulled 
competitors for safety, performance and livability…plus a basement! Gregor 
Tarjan, founder and CEO of Aeroyacht Multihull Specialists, takes a look at 
these innovative cruisers.

14    The H12 Fleet of Shelter Island Yacht Club
 Located on Dering Harbor between the North and South Forks of Long 

Island, Shelter Island Yacht Club is home to a large and active Herreshoff 
12 fleet. In this third installment in our Herreshoff Marine Museum Jubilee 
Celebration series, SIYC members Whitney & Ted McCarthy describe the 
multigenerational appeal of one of Captain Nat’s most popular designs.

18    Women on the Water: Ayme Sinclair
 In this second interview of our new monthly feature, we’re delighted to  

introduce a sailor who, despite having set foot on a sailboat for the first time a 
few short years ago, has already done more to advance sailing than most of us 
are likely to do in a lifetime.

36    New Wrinkles for a Classic Regatta
 With a fantastic title sponsor, terrific racing and abundant shoreside fun –  

and perhaps another performance by everyone’s favorite tropical troubadour – 
the 29th edition of Block Island Race Week presented by Margaritaville is June 
21-25. We have an update from Ron Weiss, Chairman of the Storm Trysail 
Club Communications and Sponsorship Committee, and fantastic photos by 
ace shooter Steve Cloutier.
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checking in.

Our friends at Cedar Point Yacht Club in Westport, 
CT have appointed Alicia Martorella Poole as the new 
Club Manager. 
 “Alicia, a lifelong sailor and racer, has leadership 
experience both in yacht clubs and community sailing 
programs, and has been recognized for promoting 
sailing,” said CPYC Commodore Charlie Kreitler. “She 
comes to us from SUNY Maritime College, where she 
is the Assistant Waterfront Director and Director of 
Waterfront Programs. She has held roles at The Wa-
terFront Center, Seawanhaka Corinthian Yacht Club, 
and others. Her responsibilities included recruiting, 
training, and managing staff; developing and market-
ing programs; teaching sailing and powerboat skills; 
and coordinating fleet maintenance.”
 “Alicia has been recognized twice by US Sailing,” 
Kreitler continued. “She is the recipient of the 2020 
Jim Kilroy Award for Outstanding Outreach and 
Inclusion and the 2015 Outstanding Sailing Director awards. 
She holds numerous certifications from US Sailing, including 

Instructor Trainer, Race 
Management Officer, and 
National Faculty. She is a 
New York State Emer-
gency Medical Technician 
and is working toward a 
USCG Master’s license. 
Of the many candidates 
in the search process, Ali-
cia best demonstrated the 
required mix of sailboat 
racing knowledge, man-
agement skills, and an 
outstanding fit to Cedar 
Point’s unique culture 
and community.” ■

Alicia Martorella Poole named Club Manager at  
Cedar Point Yacht Club
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By Gregor Tarjan CEO/founder  
Aeroyacht Multihull Specialists 

Let us say you are dreaming about a multihull – a boat 
that will take you and your family safely and swiftly to 
far horizons. She must be fast, comfortable, and well 
built. In your search you have eliminated monohulls and 
are focusing on catamarans. But have you considered the 
clever NEEL Trimaran range? 

NEEL Company Background and DNA
NEEL trimarans have firmly established themselves on 
the multihull market. It is 10-year-old French company, 
located on the shores of La Rochelle, passionately run 
by its founder Eric Bruneel. To understand the NEEL 
trimaran philosophy, you must realize who Eric is, where 
he came from and what he wants to achieve. 
 Eric has tons of experience in the world of building 
multihulls as he has been one of the top managers and 
early partners at Fountaine Pajot. With the unmatched 
experience of thousands of cruising catamarans under 
his belt he certainly knows what sailors are looking for. 
Yet he is not simply a “corporate suit.” Eric is a die-hard competi-
tor. 
 After designing and building “TRILOGIC” a trimaran 
ocean racer, he amazingly won the Singlehanded Transatlantic 
Race and the Rolex Fastnet Race, and came in second in the 
grueling Route de Rhum. I had the pleasure of sailing with him 
on “TRILOGIC” many times, and she represented a reliable, 
fast, and very strong trimaran that could sail circles around most 
any sailing craft. However, with a bucket as a toilet she was not 
something that cruisers and their families would aspire to. 
 Long story, short – his next design was the 50’ “JUST 
MAKES SENSE” and she represented the start of the true NEEL 

company and DNA. She was not only a fast and reliable ocean 
cruiser but also one of the most comfortable liveaboard yachts 
imaginable. She was so unique that she even had a standing head-
room basement! Just imagine that – a basement in a boat! 
 I am proud to say that Aeroyacht was one of the first U.S. 
dealers for NEEL and we sold JUST MAKES SENSE more than 
a decade ago. Shortly thereafter NEEL announced the award-
winning NEEL 45 and the current lineup of which more than 
120 boats have been built. The present models are the brand-new 
NEEL 43, NEEL 47, NEEL 51 and the gigantic NEEL 65. The 
NEEL 43 will be a game changer. She is designed to compete 
with the largest market share and customers will compare her 

to catamarans in the 42-47’ range. The NEEL 
43 has a huge advantage compared to even her 
larger sister, the NEEL 47. You will be able to 
access the hulls (amas) directly via the main 
salon without having to step outside as on the 
47. 

NEEL Trimaran advantages over catamarans
To understand the advantages of NEEL trima-
rans, let us analyze their safety, price, volume 
and speed. 
 Let us look at the aspect of SAFETY first – 
personally my number one consideration for 
any boat. Three hulls will have more watertight 
compartments than one or two hulls. That is 
the bottom line when it comes to minimizing 
the consequences of a collision. If you flood 
one main compartment on a monohull, you 
will sink. On a catamaran you will capsize and 

NEEL TRIMARANS – What Makes Them Special?

Just launched: The NEEL 43   © NEEL Trimarans

NEEL 43 interior   © NEEL Trimarans
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maybe sink, depending on where the flood-
ing occurs and how the boat is constructed. If 
you breach a main compartment in any of the 
three hulls on a NEEL trimaran you will most 
probably sail home. This is a huge difference in 
safety and should be taken very seriously. 
 The trimaran platform will be the better 
sailboat and will also provide you with more 
“active safety.” This means that you will feel the 
wind and the gusts through the slight heel and 
via the mechanical helm. You will sense and 
know earlier when the boat is overburdened and 
the need to reduce sail. 
 A tri will also point much higher into the 
wind and be more weatherly than a mono-
hull or catamaran. She will be a lot faster too. 
This means you reduce exposure time and can 
claw yourself off a lee shore. A NEEL trimaran will outsail foul 
weather in which slower cats or monohulls would be stuck in. 
Lastly, the motion of a tri will be the gentlest of all types of 
sailboats. Because of the clever design of the varying hull rocker 
shapes of the main hull and amas a NEEL will also tack like a 
dinghy while some of the heavier wedding cake cats will turn on 
their engine to tack. 
 The motion of a tri is milder too. Not too fast – as some 
high buoyancy cats, nor too wallowing and slow as a heavier less 
stable monohull. This means that you and your crew will be more 
rested, and less prone to seasickness and seamanship errors. At 
the end of the day, a NEEL trimaran will provide you with much 
more active and passive safety aspects than any other sailing craft.
 Let us now talk about the business end – the price. For the 
same price as a well-equipped production catamaran, you can 
buy a brand-new NEEL trimaran of the same length and volume. 
NEEL tris are extremely competitive when it comes to price, 
comfort, and speed. I know of no other yacht that can offer  
this ratio. 

 

In terms of volume, they offer larger accommodations than a cat-
amaran, yet have the added advantage of having the master suite 
on the main deck with perfect sea views. Neither a catamaran nor 
monohull can offer this. NEEL trimarans’ beam is just slightly 
larger than a cat which makes the common live-able platform on 
the main deck even bigger. This means if you can house fifteen 
people on a cat’s main deck, you can invite five more guests on a 
NEEL tri without tripping over them. 
 Ergonomically, three hulls instead of two give you more 
options on privacy by dividing the accommodations into self-
contained suites. At the end of the day the NEEL range of tris 
provide the serious ocean voyager with a very viable alternative 
with few if any disadvantages. 
 Some will criticize the slightly wider beam of trimarans 
and the fact that they lack the redundancy of twin engines and 
rudders, while others will see this as an advantage in stability and 
simplicity. No matter which camp you belong to, the advantages 
of NEEL trimarans are real and cannot be ignored.

 Take a look at the new NEEL 43. Size wise she is placed 
smack in the middle of the most competitive segment of 
the multihull market. Her success is undeniable as more 
than 30 units were ordered sight unseen, within 30 days 
of her introduction. So, if you would go about selecting 
a fast, reliable, and strong multihull solely by facts, I 
think that the NEEL makes one of the most intelligent 
and logical choices. ■

Gregor Tarjan is a yacht designer, passionate sailor and 
founder of Aeroyacht Multihull Specialists (www.Ae-
royacht.com). Gregor’s industry three reference books on 
catamarans of which the latest is CATAMARANS: The 
Complete Guide for Cruising Sailors, is now in its third 
printing. His 22-part free masterclass “Catamarans, Art & 
Science” can be found on YouTube.   

NEEL 47 interior   © Olivier Blanchet/NEEL Trimarans

The Neel 47   © Olivier Blanchet/NEEL Trimarans


